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Global Warming
Projected Temperature from the Fifth Assessment Report of the United
Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2014):



Risks from Global Warming (IPCC 2014)



Damage from Global Warming

I Damage
I If the current hottest day is 40°C, how many people can survive from

4°C increase?
I Sea level rise: many cities may be under water; hard to reverse the

process; trunami
I More frequent extreme weather
I Some specifies may be extinct

I Current damage: about 1.6% loss of global GDP annually
I In 2030: 3.2% loss of global GDP

I the world’s least developed countries will suffer losses of up to 11%
of their GDP

I 2% of the GDP of the US
I $1.2 trillion for China

I It may take a long time to reverse the temperature increase process:
we should act now!



Climate Change Policy Analysis

What should be the policy response to global warming in the face of
uncertainty?

I Economists analyze simple stylized models of pieces of the system
I Deterministic model: economic actors know perfectly future

economic and climate events
I Myopic: ignore trend and dynamics of systems

I We create dynamic and stochastic integrated models of climate and
economy (DSICE)

I uncertain economic growth with long-run risk
I climate tipping risk
I parameter uncertainty and learning
I flexible preferences regarding uncertainty

I We develop parallel computational methods and create robust and
general tools: Climate change policy analysis is an application



Risks

I Economic risks: taste shocks, uncertain technological advances (e.g.,
quantum computers), financial crisis

I Climate risks: Antarctic and Greenland ice sheet melting (sea level
rise, IPCC 2014)



Risks
I Climate risks: weather shocks (IPCC 2014)

I 0.2% ~ 4.6% of the world’s population is flooded annually in 2100
I 0.3% ~ 9.3% loss of the global GDP annually in 2100



Parameter Uncertainty
I policymakers do not know parameters that characterize the

economic and/or climate systems
I Climate sensitivity: the increase of surface temperature from a

doubling of carbon concentration in the atmosphere
I Distribution of climate sensitivity (United States International

Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon, 2010)



Model Uncertainty

I Model uncertainty: policymakers do not know the proper model or
the stochastic processes

I EMF-16 model predictions of marginal abatement costs (Fischer and
Morgenstern, 2005)



DSICE Framework



Multiple Interacting Tipping Points (Cai et al. 2016)

Model the multiple interacting tipping points as a dynamic stochastic
system with 5-dim continuous state variables and 5-dim discrete state
variables



Dynamic Optimization Problem

I Epstein-Zin Preferences: recursive utility function

I ut(c) =
c1−1/ψ

1−1/ψ Lt : utility flow per period
I ψ: dynamic consumption flexibility
I γ: risk aversion
I Γ = 1−γ

1−1/ψ : composite factor for preferences

I State: S = (K ,M,T, J, I)
I 10-dimensional continuous state variables
I 5-dimensional discrete state variables

I Bellman equation

Vt(S) = FtVt+1(S+) ≡ max
c,µ

ut(ct) + β
[
Et

{(
Vt+1

(
S+
))Γ}]1/Γ

,

s.t. S+ = Ft(S, ct , µt , εt)



Parallelization of DSICE

I The value function Vt(S) represents economic system at time t as a
function of S

I Solve backwards in time, like Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman PDEs
I For each time t, solve the Bellman equation in parallel

I Step 1. Maximization step: Compute

vi = FtV̂ (S+
i ; b

t+1),

for all approximation nodes Si in parallel.
I Step 2. Fitting step: compute the approximation coefficients bt such

that V̂ (S; bt) approximates (Si , vi ) data.

Example # of Optimization #Cores Wall Clock Total CPU
problems Time Time

1 94 billion 10K 3 hours 4 years
2 372 billion 84K 8 hours 77 years



Social Cost of Carbon

I Zero industrial emission after this midcentury
I Global average temperature < 1.5 degree Celsius
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Work in Progress Using Blue Waters

I Spatial-DSICE
I the polar regions have more warming
I developing countries (most in the tropical regions) suffer more

economic loss from warming
I sea level rise has different damage in different regions

I DSICE with learning (the impact of Bayesian learning uncertain
parameters to the climate policy)

I DSICE with learning-by-doing in clean energy
I More ......



Impact

A White House report:
I “The cost of delaying action to stem climate change”
I Incorporated our paper’s conclusion that high SCC can be justified

without assuming the possibility of catastrophic events
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Summary

I Global warming could have huge and uncertain damage
I DSICE provides a powerful tool with the Blue Waters support for

policy analysis in the face of risks and uncertainty
I DSICE shows that the social cost of carbon with risks is significantly

higher that the one in the deterministic model
I With the Blue Waters support, our work has made impact to

academia, society and government


